Choose Your Ranger Tracking Plan

Please Check the Number of the Plan you Want on the Back of This Form

*An additional one-time activation fee of $49.00 applies to all rate plans, plus all applicable taxes.

1 3 Month (No Contract) Short-Term Use (Unlimited Locates Per Month) – US Only
$40.00 Per Month (Billed 3 months in advance @ $120.00) For U.S. Use
Plan includes Unlimited Locates Per Month.

2 1 Year Contract Continuous Use (5000 Locates Per Month) – US Only
$32.00 Per Month (Choose Quarterly or Yearly Billing on Activation Form)
Quarterly Billing: $96.00 every 3 Months  Yearly Billing: $384.00 every 12 months
Plan includes 5000 Locates Per Month.
Early Cancellation Fee is $96.00.**

3 Not Available at this time.

4 1 Year Contract UNLIMITED Locates Per Month – US Only
$39.00 Per Month (Billed 3 months in advance @ $117.00) For U.S. Use - Cost Per Year  $468.00
Plan includes UNLIMITED Locates Per Month. This plan is ideal for Law Enforcement use.
Early Cancellation Fee is $96.00**

** In the event you notify us that you wish to terminate service before the initial term of the contract is complete, you will be billed the lesser of Current billing cycle plus Early Cancellation Fee, OR Balance of the contract. No cancellation fee is charged when initial term of contract is fulfilled.